
LOSS CONTROL SERVICES
FOR CONTRACTORS

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF VALUABLE

TRAINING THAT’S FREE OF CHARGE

FOR CONSTRUCTION CUSTOMERS

OF THE HARTFORD.

Cranes are a vital component of most construction
projects and contractors must implement an
effective crane management program to ensure
a successful project. To help you develop or
strengthen your crane management program,
The Hartford is offering you and your contractors
a newly developed Crane Management Workshop.
Taught by experienced construction Loss Control
Consultants, this workshop will be offered 
throughout the year in various locations. The Hartford 
is pleased to offer this workshop to its construction
customers at no cost.

About The Hartford’s Workshop

The Hartford’s Crane Management Workshop can
help you recognize and control worksite hazards,
improve operational efficiencies, and minimize loss.
Our program includes information on the following:

•  safe crane operations including proper planning  
and equipment selection, assignment of roles and 
responsibilities, effective jobsite hazard analysis,  
and more.

•  provisions to separate and protect the general 
public from all crane operations including planning 
and training.

•  understanding and complying to the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration’s(OSHA) new 
crane standard ruling effective November 8, 2010.1

The Hartford’s Crane Management Workshop
combines our industry-leading loss prevention and
claim expertise with industry research to introduce
best practice controls and safe operating procedures.
The Crane Management Workshop will review many
crane-related topics not covered in OSHA’s new
standard like crane critical lifts, protecting the
general public, contract management, and crane
leasing. We can help you apply best practice controls
and help you successfully achieve your goals.

CRANE MANAGEMENT
WORKSHOP
Committed to Construction Training

The Hartford is committed to
helping your business improve
safety and reduce losses.

1  Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 1926 Subpart CC Cranes and Derricks in Construction (Subpart CC),
 developed by the Cranes and Derricks Negotiated Rulemaking Committee (C-DAC). OSHA revised this standard to update
 industry work practices, advances in the designs of cranes and derricks, qualification of operators, and required training.



The information provided in these materials is intended to be general and advisory in nature. It shall not be considered legal advice. The Hartford does not warrant that 
the implementation of any view or recommendation contained herein will: (i) result in the elimination of any unsafe conditions at your business locations or with respect 
to your business operations; or (ii) will be an appropriate legal or business practice. The Hartford assumes no responsibility for the control or correction of hazards or legal 
compliance with respect to your business practices, and the views and recommendations contained herein shall not constitute our undertaking, on your behalf or for the 
benefit of others, to determine or warrant that your business premises, locations or operations are safe or healthful, or are in compliance with any law, rule or regulation. 
Readers seeking to resolve specific safety, legal or business issues or concerns related to the information provided in these materials should consult their safety consultant, 
attorney or business advisors.
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Workshop Agenda

We present the Crane Management Workshop over  
a seven hour period. Individual modules are available
separately over a longer period of time. Refer to
our Training Calendar online at thehartford.com/
losscontrol to find a class in your area. Or contact  
your Hartford Loss Control Consultant to schedule  
a class. The class size is usually limited to 35 or less  
to encourage attendee participation and interaction.

The modules covered during our Workshop include:
•  Overview of OSHA’s new Crane Standard 

(Subpart CC)

•  Crane Accidents and Statistics

•  Mobile Cranes

•  Ground Conditions

•  Crane Assembly/Disassembly/Transit

•  Rigging

•  Signaling

•  Power Line Safety

•  Inspection and Maintenance

•  Tower Cranes

•  Critical Lifts

•  Hoisting Personnel (Crane Baskets)

•  Public Protection

•  Contract Management

•  Crane Leasing

For More Information

Contact your Hartford loss control consultant today
to request this workshop or inquire about our other
construction training programs. You’ll be glad you
did. Agents who attend The Hartford’s training also
receive continuing education unit (CEU) credits.

Visit us on the Web at  
www.thehartford.com/losscontrol  
or contact The Hartford Construction Group directly 
at construction.group@thehartford.com.

http://www.thehartford.com/losscontrol
mailto:construction.group@thehartford.com

